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The legal framework 
to protect our 

marine wealth is 
already there.



1. The Philippine Constitution  
2. PD 1599 
3. UNCLOS 
4. RA 9522 
5. AO 29 
6. The Fisheries Code 
7. The 2016 SCS Arbitral Award



The 1987 Constitution



The 1987 Constitution
Article XII, sec. 2, 2nd par: (National Economy 
and Patrimony) 

The State shall protect the nation’s marine wealth in 
its archipelagic waters, territorial sea, and exclusive 
economic zone, and reserve its use and enjoyment 
exclusively to Filipino citizens.



Art. XIII, sec. 7: (Social Justice and Human Rights) 

The State shall protect the rights of  subsistence 
fishermen, especially of  local communities, to the 
preferential use of  the communal marine and fishing 
resources, both inland and offshore. 

The State shall also protect, develop, and conserve such 
resources. The protection shall extend to offshore fishing 
grounds of  subsistence fishermen against foreign intrusion.

The 1987 Constitution



The Philippines shall pursue an independent foreign 
policy. 

“In its relations with other states, the paramount 
consideration shall be national sovereignty, territorial 
integrity, national interest, and the right to self-
determination” 

“The State shall protect and advance the right of  the 
people to a balanced and healthful ecology....”

The 1987 Constitution



PD 1599



Presidential Decree 1599
Recognized our sovereign rights over the Exclusive 
Economic Zone “for the purpose of  exploration and 
exploitation, conservation and management of  natural 
resources…and with regard to other activities for the 
economic exploitation and exploration of  the resources 
of  the zone, such as the production of  energy from the 
water, currents and winds. 



Presidential Decree 1599
It also recognized our “exclusive rights and 
jurisdiction with respect to the establishment 
and utilization of  artificial islands, off-shore 
terminals, installations and structures, the 
preservation of  the marine environment, 
including the prevention and control of  
pollution, and scientific research.” 



Presidential Decree 1599
Under PD 1599, no person may explore or exploit any 
resources, carry out any search, excavation or drilling operations, 
conduct any research, construct, maintain or operate any 
artificial island, off-shore terminal, installation or other structure 
or device, or perform any act or engage in any activity 
which is contrary to, or in derogation of, our sovereign 
rights and jurisdiction in the EEZ without the consent and 
agreement of  the Republic of  the Philippines. 



UNCLOS



UNCLOS
On May 8, 1984, the Philippines became a party 
to the UN Convention on the Law of  the Sea 
(UNCLOS). UNCLOS is the international 
version of  PD 1599. Article 57 of  UNCLOS 
provides that coastal States shall enjoy an 
exclusive economic zone not extending beyond 
200 nautical miles from the baselines. 



UNCLOSRA 9522



RA 9522
In 2009, our Congress enacted R.A. 9522 
defining the country’s archipelagic baseline 
and expressly recognizing UNCLOS. Section 
2(b) of  R.A. No. 9522 expressly mentions 
Panatag Shoal/Bajo de Masinloc/Scarborough 
Shoal as an area “over which the Philippines…
exercises sovereignty and jurisdiction.” 



AO 29



AO 29
In 2012, President Benigno Simeon Aquino III 
issued Administrative Order No. 29 naming the 
maritime areas on the western side of  the 
Philippine archipelago, including the Philippine 
Exclusive Economic Zone, as the West Philippine 
Sea. AO 29 is based on P.D. No. 1599, RA 9522, 
and our rights under UNCLOS.   



The Fisheries Code



The Fisheries Code, as amended and IRR

a. That our fishery and aquatic resources are for the exclusive use 
and enjoyment of  Filipino citizens; 
  
b. That our government must ensure the rational and sustainable 
development, management and conservation of  fishery and 
aquatic resources in Philippine waters including the Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ) and adjacent high seas; and 
  
c. That our government must protect our municipal fisherfolk 
from foreign intrusion in Philippine offshore fishing grounds.



The Fisheries Code, as amended and IRR

SEC. 91. Poaching in Philippine Waters. – It shall be 
unlawful for any foreign person, corporation or 
entity to fish or operate any fishing vessel in 
Philippine waters.  

The entry of  any foreign fishing vessel in Philippine 
waters shall constitute a prima facie presumption that 
the vessel is engaged in fishing in Philippine waters. 



SCS Arbitral Award



2016 SCS Arbitral Award
They found that: 

a. That fishermen from Chinese flagged vessels have 
engaged in the harvesting of  endangered species on a 
significant scale; 
  
b. That fishermen from Chinese flagged vessels have 
engaged in the harvesting of  giant clams in a manner that 
is severely destructive of  the coral reef  ecosystem.”



2016 SCS Arbitral Award
c. That China’s land reclamation and construction of  artificial 
islands, installations, and structures at…Mischief  Reef  has 
caused severe, irreparable harm to the coral reef  ecosystem.” 
  
d. That Ayungin Shoal and Panganiban Reef  (aka Mischief  
Reef  and Second Thomas Shoal) and Panatag Shoal are 
located within 200 nautical miles of  the Philippine 
baseline and form part of  the exclusive economic zone of  
the Philippines. 



What does this brief 
overview of the laws 
governing the West 

Philippine Sea tell us? 



The problem is not 
with the law but with 

those who are supposed 
to implement it.
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Even without the arbitral award, our 
laws already recognize the West 

Philippine Sea as part of  our territory.  

Thus, while the President has said that he will “set 
aside” the arbitral ruling, and has called it “useless” 

and unenforceable, he has a legal obligation to 
respect and implement PD 1599, the Fisheries Code, 
R.A. 9522, and the 1987 Constitution. The arbitral 

ruling merely affirms internationally what is already 
part of  our domestic law.
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By letting China have its way 
in the West Philippine Sea, the 

administration is actually 
violating PD 1599, the 

Fisheries Code, RA 9522, and 
the 1987 Constitution. For this, 
they must be held accountable.
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What are the 
implications of the 

administration’s green 
light policy towards 
China and the WPS? 



An emboldened China 
militarizing our waters,  

building runways, 
hangars, and weather 

stations.
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Harassment of  Filipino 
Fisherfolk2



Depletion of  
our fish stock, extinction 
of  endangered species, 
and destruction of  our 

coral reefs.
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Our government should be 
protesting these intrusions 

instead of condoning them. This 
betrayal of the public trust will 

affect not only our generation of 
Filipinos but our children 
and their children as well.


